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Abstract

Zebrafish gastrulation and particularly epiboly that involves coordinated movements of several cell layers is a dynamic process for which regulators remain to be identified. We show here that Flotillin 1 and 2, ubiquitous and highly conserved proteins, are required for epiboly. Flotillins knockdown compromised embryo survival, strongly delayed epiboly and impaired deep cell radial intercalation and directed collective migration without affecting enveloping layer cell movement. At the molecular level, we identified that Flotillins are required for the formation of E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell junctions. These results provide the first in vivo evidence that Flotillins regulate E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell junctions to allow epiboly progression.
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Introduction

Cell migration and tissue organization in development and disease are regulated by complexes networks. Cell adhesion is essential for these processes and E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion plays a pivotal role in morphogenesis and metastasis formation (Takeichi, 2011). Gastrulation is at the heart of animal development and depends on morphogenetic processes that involve collective cellular movement, while maintaining cell-cell adhesion; therefore, it has emerged as an established system to study the regulation of cell adhesion (Arboleda-Estudillo et al, 2010; Rohde & Heisenberg, 2007). Epiboly is an important morphogenetic movement during gastrulation. It starts at the end of the
blastula period and consists in the spreading of blastodermal cells over the yolk cell, moving from the animal to the vegetal pole (Lepage & Bruce, 2010; Warga & Kimmel, 1990). At this stage, three different cell populations exist: the yolk syncytial layer (YSL), the enveloping layer (EVL), and the deep cells (DCs). The YSL is a yolk-free cytoplasmic region of the yolk cell that is formed under the blastula cells before gastrulation starts (Carvalho & Heisenberg, 2010). The YSL provides forces through an actin-myosin ring that surrounds the gastrula and contracts to pull the YSL to the vegetal pole and also through oriented bundles of microtubules that pull YSL nuclei toward the vegetal pole (Behrndt et al, 2012; Cheng et al, 2004). The EVL, the most external single-cell-thick layer that covers the mass of DCs, is attached to the YSL by tight junctions allowing the EVL to be pulled, together with the YSL, to the vegetal pole (Koppen et al, 2006; Siddiqui et al, 2010). DCs consist of several layers of cells that start to spread over the yolk and intercalate to form a very thin layer at the end of gastrulation, a process called radial cell intercalation (Kane et al, 2005; Lepage & Bruce, 2010). Proper epiboly involves coordinated movements of all these layers. Radial cell intercalation and mesendoderm collective migration are controlled by several pathways, among which the cell-cell adhesion protein E-cadherin (Arboleda-Estudillo et al, 2010; Lepage & Bruce, 2010). E-cadherin is the first classical cadherin expressed at the onset of zebrafish gastrulation, and it is required for mesendodermal cell cohesion and migration. In E-cadherin mutant embryos and morphants, DC movement and migration are perturbed, whereas the YSL and EVL can migrate to the vegetal pole, leaving behind the DCs. This DC movement defect is due to impaired radial intercalation (Kane et al, 2005; McFarland et al, 2005; Montero et al, 2005; Shimizu et al, 2005).

Flotillins were recently identified as regulators of cadherin complex dynamics at the plasma membrane (Guillaume et al, 2013; Kurrle et al, 2013). Flotillin 1 and 2 are ubiquitous and highly conserved proteins. They localize at the cytoplasmic face and in specific cholesterol-rich membrane microdomains of the plasma membrane and in intracellular vesicles. Studies conducted in different cell lines showed that Flotillins are involved in vesicle trafficking and endocytosis (Ait-Slimane et al,

We decided to use the zebrafish gastrulation as an in vivo model to analyze the role of Flotillins in cellular migration. In zebrafish, three Flotillin isoforms, Flotillin 1a, Flotillin 1b and Flotillin 2a, are expressed from the one-cell stage throughout early development (von Philipsborn et al, 2005). Through specific morpholino injections, we assessed the role of Flotillins during gastrulation. We demonstrated that Flotillins are required for epiboly and showed that they play critical roles in the regulation of E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion and hence in DC radial intercalation and directional movement during zebrafish epiboly progression.

Results and discussion

To assess the role of Flotillin 2 during zebrafish gastrulation, its expression was knocked-down using two different anti-sense morpholino oligonucleotides (Fig. 1A, S1 and S2). MoATGFlot2 morpholino oligonucleotide recognizes the ATG starting codon and inhibits translation of the maternal and zygotic of Flotillin 2 mRNAs. In MoATGFlot2-injected embryos, the expression of Flotillin 2 at 75% epiboly was reduced, supporting the efficiency of this morpholino to downregulate Flotillin 2 expression. MoSplSFlot2 morpholino oligonucleotide targets the intron 2-exon 3 junction and disrupts the splicing, and hence translation of only the zygotic Flotillin 2 mRNA. For this reason, Flotillin 2 expression was also decreased in MoSplSFlot2 morphants (MO), but to a lesser extent compared with MoATGFlot2 MO embryos (Fig. 1A). As previously reported, decreasing the amount of Flotillin 2 also led to a reduction of Flotillin 1 expression in both MoATGFlot2 and MoSplSFlot2 MOs (Guillaume et al, 2013; Vassilieva et al, 2009). This indicates that the targeting of Flotillin 2 caused
the concomitant decrease of Flotillin 1 expression, which led us to talk about Flotillins knock down. Because the MoATGFlot2 is more efficient in knocking down Flotillins, we mainly used this morpholino for the functional analysis. Results were compared with the phenotype obtained using the standard control morpholino (Gene Tools, LLC) (MoCtrl).

Upon MoATGFlot2 injection at the 1-cell stage, MO embryos showed cell organization defects from the 16-cells stage and at least until the 1000-cells stage (Fig. 1B). At the dome stage, no major morphological difference was observed compared with embryo injected with control morpholino. However, Flotillins MO embryos showed major epiboly defects including a strong delay or a complete arrest of epiboly progression with a high level of penetrance (Fig. 1C). Embryos arrested at early gastrula stages did not complete gastrulation and were discarded; only embryos that reached 75% epiboly were further analyzed. Re-expression of a mouse Flotillin 2 mRNA partially rescued this epiboly arrest and more than 50% of injected embryos developed normally (Fig. 1B,C). Similar epiboly defects (Fig. 1C) were observed in MoSplSFlot2 Mo or using a mutant in which Flotillin 2 was knocked out using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology (CRIPR/Cas9 Flot2; see Fig. S1Fa-c for its characterization). These early major defects in Flotillins MO embryos are in agreement with Flotillins expression in early zebrafish development (von Philipsborn et al, 2005). We analyzed Flotillin 1 and 2 expression during gastrulation (from the 4-cells stage) by immunofluorescence microscopy of whole-mount embryos and confirmed that they are expressed at 4-, 16- and 64-cells stage (Fig. 1D). These data show that Flotillins are expressed and localized at cell-cell junctions during the blastula stage and that they are required during gastrulation and more specifically for epiboly. Analysis of the expression of mesodermal markers and organizer-specific genes (Fig. S3) indicated that Flotillins are not involved in mesodermal cell fate specification and early patterning, but Flotillins disruption affects cell organization. In addition, Flotillins knock-down generated a series of hypomorphic phenotypes due to variable reduction (Mo efficiency or variations in kinetics due to maternal expression) in Flotillins protein expression. MO embryos that completed epiboly presented morphological alterations
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at post-gastrulation stages, such as shorter antero-posterior axis (obvious at 16 hpf) and stunted tail (at 24 hpf) (Fig. 1B), indicating defects in convergence-extension movements, as confirmed by MyoD analysis (Fig. S3). Whereas the loss of Flotillins does not appear to perturb the viability of mouse and fly embryos (Banning et al, 2014; Hoehne et al, 2005; Katanaev et al, 2008; Ludwig et al, 2010), we show that zebrafish hardly complete epiboly in the absence of Flotillins. Zebrafish epiboly is, thus, a good model to analyze the in vivo function of Flotillins.

To identify the cellular mechanisms underlying the epiboly alterations in Flotillins MO embryos, we stained embryos at 75% epiboly with phalloidin to observe the F-actin cytoskeleton and with Hoechst to visualize cell nuclei in order to monitor epiboly progression by confocal microscopy (Fig. 2A for MoATGFlot2 and Fig. S1Ea for MoSplFlot2 embryos). In control embryos, DCs followed the EVL-YSL movement to the vegetal pole. In contrast, in Flotillins MO embryos, we observed a prominent and specific defect in the ability of DC to move together with EVL cells to the vegetal pole. This was quantified by morphometric analyses to measure the distance between the DC margin and the F-actin ring in YSL at the EVL margin (Fig. 2B). We confirmed this DC migration defect in CRIPR/Cas9 Flot2 embryos (Fig. S1F). DC inability to follow EVL-YSL migrating cells could be explained by defects in the radial cell intercalation movements of DCs during epiboly (Arboleda-Estudillo et al, 2010; Schepis et al, 2012). Thus, we performed time-lapse confocal microscopy and individual DC tracking to analyze and quantify cell movement and coordination (Fig. 2C-G). In control embryos, DCs moved from the deepest layers to the surface, progressing from several layers to one thin layer at the end of the epiboly (Fig. 2C and corresponding supplemental video 1, see the yellow colored cell marked with a star). In contrast, in Flotillins MO embryos, DCs followed a process called reverse radial intercalation in which they appear in the superficial epiblast layer and then move back into the deeper layers (Fig. 2C for MoATGFlot2 embryos and corresponding supplemental video 1, see the appearing and disappearing yellow colored cell marked with a star and Fig. S1Eb for MoSplFlot2 embryos). The DC trajectories in control embryo were characteristic of a directional collective
movement, whereas DC in Flotillins MO embryos appeared perturbed and less coordinated (Fig. 2D). Whereas the velocity was not significantly different in DCs from control and Flotillins MO (data not shown), DC directionality in Flotillins MO was affected, compared with control embryos (Fig. 2E). Quantification of cell-cell contact duration revealed that in Flotillins MO embryos, DC time of contact was decreased compared with control embryos (Fig. 2F).

To study in more details the dynamic movements of DCs during radial intercalation, we performed a quantitative 3-dimensional (3D) analysis of their trajectories. One-cell-stage embryos were injected with GFP-CAAX-Ras mRNA that is incorporated into the plasma membrane and allows following cells using time-lapse confocal microscopy. In control embryos, the DC movement displayed a clear directionality, from the deeper layer to the surface, where they intercalated between other cells of the outer layer and became stabilized at the end of gastrulation (Fig. 2G and corresponding supplemental movie 2). In Flotillins MO embryos, DCs also appeared from the deeper layers, but did not stay in the outer cell layer and moved back. A quantitative analysis of the DC 3D movements indicated that the instantaneous speed and total speed (Fig. 2L) were not significantly different, whereas the net speed and the persistence of migration of DCs were significantly different between controls and Flotillins MO embryos (Fig. 2H-K).

Altogether, these data indicate that the knock-down of Flotillins strongly affects DC radial cell intercalation movement. In contrast, EVL cell migration during epiboly is not affected in Flotillins MO embryos. This Flotillins MO phenotype is very similar to the phenotype of E-cadherin deficient embryos (Koppen et al, 2006). Interestingly, Flotillins were recently shown to stabilize cadherins at cell-cell contact sites in various cell lines (Guillaume et al, 2013; Kurrle et al, 2013) and we detected Flotillins accumulation at cell-cell contacts in embryos from the 4-cell-stage until mid-gastrula (Fig. 1D and Fig. S2A). We thus analyzed Flotillins and E-cadherin co-distribution in zebrafish embryos and checked whether Flotillins depletion also affected the cadherin complex in DCs. Immunofluorescence analysis of E-cadherin expression in Flotillin 2-GFP-expressing embryos at 75%
epiboly showed that Flotillin 2 and E-cadherin co-localized at cell-cell contacts of DCs, where they also co-localized with F-actin (Fig. 3A). Many studies have reported that Flotillins are localized at cell-cell contact sites in different cell types in culture (Babuke et al, 2009; Fernow et al, 2007; Liu et al, 2005; Malaga-Trillo et al, 2009; Morrow et al, 2002; Solis et al, 2007; Stuermer et al, 2001) and in vivo in neural cells (von Philipsborn et al, 2005), which is in agreement with their role in axon regeneration (Munderlo et al, 2009; Schulte et al, 1997). Here, we demonstrated that the Flotillins/E-cadherin co-localization occurs very early and is maintained during gastrulation.

Next, we analyzed whether Flotillin knock-down affected the distribution of E-cadherin and its direct partner β-catenin in DCs. In embryos injected with MoCtrl, E-cadherin and β-catenin accumulated at cell-cell contacts of DCs. In contrast, in Flotillins MO we observed a marked decrease of E-cadherin and β-catenin accumulation at cell-cell contacts of DCs (Fig. 3B, C and D). Line scanning of the signal at cell-cell contacts was used for quantification of the ratio of the signal at cell-cell contacts (CCC) to the signal outside cell-cell contacts (NCC) (Fig. 3F, G and H). These data indicated that Flotillins knock-down affected the accumulation of E-cadherin and β-catenin at cell-cell contacts, whereas F-actin signal was not significantly reduced (Fig. 3E for MoATGFlost2, Fig.1Ec-d for MoSplFlot2 and Fig. 1Fe-f for CRISPR/Cas9 Flot2 embryos). We also assessed the effects of Flotillins knock-down on the total amount of E-cadherin and β-catenin proteins in injected embryos at 75% epiboly. In contrast to β-catenin, the total amount of E-cadherin protein was strongly decreased in Flotillins MO embryos (Fig. 3I). Treatment of Flotillins MO embryos with proteasomal or lysosomal inhibitors (MG-132 and chloroquine, respectively) stabilized E-cadherin but we were unable to detect E-cadherin accumulation at cell-cell junctions (data not shown). These data indicate that Flotillins are required for the stabilization of E-cadherin and β-catenin at cell-cell contact sites of DCs. Moreover, the absence of Flotillins is associated with a decrease in the amount of E-cadherin protein. N-cadherin is also expressed during gastrulation but we were not able to analyze its distribution due to absence of functional antibodies. Several studies reported that the perturbation of
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cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion impairs gastrulation movements and particularly epiboly (Babb & Marrs, 2004; Kane et al, 2005; Schepis et al, 2012; Shimizu et al, 2005; Tay et al, 2010; Ulrich et al, 2005). Specifically, E-cadherin-deficient embryos display reduced radial intercalation movement of DCs, while EVL cells complete epiboly, indicating that DCs use E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion between them and/or the EVL substrate during epiboly progression (Kane et al, 2005; Shimizu et al, 2005). Recently, it has emerged that different mechanisms that affect E-cadherin function also perturb epiboly, such as the regulation of proper plasma membrane localization of E-cadherin endocytosis by WNT11 through RAB5 (Ulrich et al, 2005), the prion protein that relocates E-cadherin into RAB11-positive vesicles (Malaga-Trillo et al, 2009), the Rho GTPase CHP that allows E-cadherin stabilization at the plasma membrane through PAK and β-PIX (Tay et al, 2010), or POU5F1/OCT4 that acts through EGFR signaling (Song et al, 2013). Other pathways affect E-cadherin differently. For instance, Ga12/13 inhibits E-cadherin activity through direct binding to its intracellular domain (Lin et al, 2009), whereas 2-O-sulfotransferase induces, though heparan sulfate proteoglycans, GSK3-mediated β-catenin degradation (Cadwalader et al, 2012). Finally, because Flotillin 1 was shown to regulate Ephrin B2 protein level by tuning its degradation by ADAM10, a protease that also cleives E-cadherin (Ji et al, 2014; Solanas et al, 2011), we tested the effect of GM6001, a broad-spectrum metalloprotease inhibitor. Whereas this treatment allowed some E-cadherin stabilization (Fig. 3J), this was not enough to rescue the Flotillins MO embryo phenotype, suggesting the existence of several additional mechanisms.

The phenotype of the Flotillins MO embryos, with the perturbation of DC movement, their radial intercalation and the associated defects in epiboly, whereas EVL cell migration during epiboly is not affected, is in complete agreement with a role of Flotillins in cadherin-mediated adhesion (Fig. 4). Interestingly, in EVL cells of Flotillins MO embryos, E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion is affected. This indicates that other adhesion complexes, such as EpCAM or tight junctions, could compensate (Siddiqui et al, 2010; Slanchev et al, 2009). Interestingly, we showed that the expression
and localization of the tight junction-associated scaffold protein ZO-1 is not perturbed in Flotillins MO embryos (Fig. S2C). Moreover, E-cadherin is not accumulated at the EVL-to-YSL interface that plays an important role during EVL epiboly. The analysis of this region by transmission electron microscopy revealed characteristics of tight junctions and not of adherens junction (Koppen et al, 2006). Moreover, F-actin accumulation within the YSL along the margin of the enveloping layer is not altered in Flotillins MO embryos, suggesting that the contractile forces required for the spreading of EVL cells over the yolk are not affected (Behrndt et al, 2012; Koppen et al, 2006).

In summary, our work revealed that, in zebrafish, Flotillins are required for the formation of E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell junctions in vivo and, as a consequence, for the regulation of the DC radial cell intercalation process and directed collective DC migration during epiboly. Therefore, we identified Flotillins as novel actors of epiboly in zebrafish.

**Experimental procedures**

**Zebrafish strains**

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) AB lines were raised and kept under standard laboratory conditions (Westerfield, 2000) according to European Union guidelines for the handling of laboratory animals (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/lab_animals/home_en.htm) and were approved by the Direction Sanitaire et Vétérinaire de l’Hérault and Comité d’Ethique pour l’Expérimentation Animale under reference CEEA-LR-13007.

*Morpholino oligonucleotides, RNA synthesis and microinjection*
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Two morpholino (Mo) oligonucleotides targeting Flotillin 2 mRNA were designed; MoATGFlot2 (5’-ACCGTGTAAGAATTCCCCATTTCC-3’) and MoSplFlot2 (5’-tccacag GATAACCTTGAGA-3’). Standard oligonucleotide from Gene Tools Inc. (5’-CCTCTACCTCTACAGTTACAATTTATA-3’) was used as a control morpholino. The expression vectors pCS2+Flotillin2-EGFP, pCS2+Flotillin2-mCherry and pCS2+E-cadherin-EGFP were linearized with NotI and taken as templates to synthesize capped mRNA using mMessage Machine® SP6 in vitro transcription kit (Ambion® - Thermo Fisher).

The synthesis was done according to the manufacturer’s protocol and then purified by phenol:chlorophorm extraction and isopropanol precipitation. The concentration was determined by Nanodrop. Single cell stage embryos were injected either with Mo (8 ng per embryo) or mRNA (300 pg per embryo), incubated at 28°C and examined at mid-gastrula stage.

The pCS2+Flotillin2ATG:EGFP was made by inserting the ATG region of the Flotillin 2 gene (nucleotide -169 from the ATG to nucleotide +27) upstream of EGFP in the pCS2+EGFP vector.

**CRISPR/Cas2 Flotillin 2 knock-out mutant**

The single guide RNA sequence (sgRNA) was designed in silico using the CRISPR design tool ([http://crispr.mit.edu](http://crispr.mit.edu)) that allows searching and ranking the potential target sequences ending with the NGG motif. We chose the 5’-GGTAGGACCGAACGAAGCCC-3’ sequence that was ranked as first and is located in exon 1 of the flotillin 2 gene (Figure S1Fa). For in vitro transcription of the sgRNA, the DNA template was generated using the two-oligo technique (Shah et al, 2015). Two oligos were designed: a 81nt scaffold oligonucleotide necessary for Cas9 recognition and attachment (5’ - GATCCCGCACCAGCACTCCCACTTTTTCAAGTGTCAACGGACTAGCCTATTTTTAACTTGCTATTTCTAGGCTTAAAC-3 ’), and a second 60nt oligonucleotide (5’ - AATTAATACGACTCATATAGTTAGACACCAACAGACTTACTATTATTAACCTTAATAGCCTTTAAAC-3’) that contains an upstream T7 binding site sequence (required for in vitro transcription).
followed by the Flotillin 2 target sequence and by a 20nt sequence complementary to the scaffold oligonucleotide to allow the hybridization of the two oligonucleotides for PCR amplification. After annealing and PCR amplification (performed as described by Shah, et al. 2015), the double-strand fragment

\[(\text{5} \text{'AATTAATACGACTCATAAGGTAGGACCGAACGAGCCC} \text{GTTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATA} \text{GCAAGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTATCAACTTGGAAAAGTGGCACCAGTGGTGC GATC-3')}\) was purified and used for in vitro transcription to generate Flotillin 2-sgRNA. In parallel, pCS2-nCas9n (gift from Wenbiao Chen) (Addgene plasmid # 47929) (Jao et al, 2013) was linearized (with XbaI) and purified and then used for in vitro transcription to generate the Cas9 mRNA.

The Cas9 mRNA and Flotillin 2-sgRNA were mixed (1200 ng/µl and 200 ng/µl, respective final concentration) and about 1nL of the mix was injected in 1-cell embryos. As control Flotillin 2-sgRNA was injected alone. Validation of flotillin 2 knock-out after Flot2CRISPR/Cas9 injection was performed as follow. Embryos that presented any early sign of toxicity were discarded and only embryos that reached gastrula stage were harvested for analysis. To analyze the levels of Flotillin 2 mRNA, total mRNA was extracted from 20 embryos/condition, reverse transcribed and then the Flotillin 2 fragment of 424 bp was PCR-amplified.

**Gel electrophoresis and immunoblotting**

Injected embryos were dechorionated at shield stage with 2mg/ml Pronase, deyolked on de-yolking buffer (55mM NaCl, 1.8mM KCl, 1.25mM NaHCO₃), cell dissociated in Ringer Solution containing EDTA and EGTA (116mM NaCl, 2.9mM KCl, 5mM HEPES pH7.2, 5mM EDTA 0.5mM EGTA) and lysed by trituration using Lysis buffer (10mM PIPES pH7, 100mM NaCl, 300mM Sucrose, 3mM MgCl₂, 0.5% NP40, 1mM EDTA, 1mM Orthovanadate, protease inhibitor cocktail). 30µg of protein extracts were resolved on 10% polyacrylamide gels by electrophoresis and transferred to Immobilon-
FL membranes (Millipore). The membranes were incubated with the indicated antibodies as described previously (Thuault et al, 2013). For protein detection and quantification, the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences) was used. Immunoblots were quantified via densitometry using Odyssey V3.0 and ImageJ.

Immunohistochemistry

Mouse antibodies against Flotillin 2, E-cadherin and β-catenin (BD Biosciences, #610383, #610181, #610153, respectively) were used at 1:500 dilution. The rabbit polyclonal antibodies against Flotillin 1 comes from Claudia Stuermer’s laboratory (Schulte et al, 1997) and against ZO-1 from Zymed, Invitrogen, #61730). Primary antibodies were detected with Alexa Fluor 488 or 546-conjugated goat anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG (Molecular Probes).

F-actin was labeled with Alexa Fluor 546 phalloidin conjugates (Molecular Probes, Interchim) and nuclei with Hoechst 33342 (Sigma-Aldrich)

Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) overnight at 4°C. Manually dechorionated embryos were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (in PBS) and blocked with 5% BSA, 1% goat serum in PBS-0.1% Triton X-100 for 4h at RT. Primary antibodies were added and incubated overnight at 4°C. Embryos were washed three times in PBS-0.1% Triton X-100 and incubated with Alexa Fluor 488 or 546-conjugated secondary antibodies and 546 phalloidin conjugate when needed. Finally stained embryos were soaked in 0.01% Hoechst 33342 for 1h and washed five times PBS-0.1% Triton X-100.

Images were taken using a Confocal Leica SP5-SMD with LEICA 40x/1.3 or 63x/1.4 OIL HCX PL APO CS objectives and captured with a hybrid detector (Leica HyD) controlled using the C software.
Co-localization data originate from multichannel fluorescence stacks collected using a Leica SP5 microscope. Images were treated using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health).

**Time-lapse imaging, Measurements of cell velocity, persistence and directionality**

Embryos were imaged using Leica SP5-SMD microscope equipped with a motorized stage, as well as a heated-regulated incubator. Nomarski and fluorescent images were taken every 4 min during 30 min, using a LEICA 10x/0.3 HCX PL objective and captured with a hybrid detector (Leica HyD) controlled using the C software, focusing on the internal layers of the DCs at the equatorial/dorsal embryonic axis at 75% epiboly. Stacks of 10 planes with a Z step of 1 µm were taken for each time point. Manual cell tracking and “x/y” cell position recording (of each cell at each time point) were performed using ImageJ software (Manual Tracking plugin) and the cell migration parameters were calculated using Ibidi Chemotaxis tool ([http://ibidi.com/software/chemotaxis_and_migration_tool/](http://ibidi.com/software/chemotaxis_and_migration_tool/)).

Data of the dynamic behavior of DCs were extracted to quantify the directionality. Time of contact was calculated following pairs of DCs throughout the experiment and extracting their contact time. For 3-D reconstruction stacks of confocal images were processed with Imaris (Bitplane, Zurich, Switzerland) and volume representations were made. 3-D cell tracking was performed to measure Total Speed, Instantaneous Speed, Net Speed and Persistence.

**Statistical analysis**

For experiments with n > 30, Student’s t test was used to assess significant differences between two experimental conditions. For experiments with n < 30, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test was used. At least three independent experiments were performed.
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**Figure legends**

**Figure 1: Flotillins knock-down impairs epiboly**

A- Flotillin 1 and 2 and actin expression assessed by immunoblotting of protein extracts from control
embryo (MoCtrl) or Flotillin MO embryos (both MoATGFlot2 and MoSplFlot2). Flotillin 2 knockdown is correlated with a reduction in Flotillin 1 expression, leading us to talk about Flotillins knockdown.

B- Differential interference contrast images of zebrafish embryos at different stages (4-, 16- and 1000-cell stage, 75% epiboly, Prim-6 and 25 hpf) after injection of MoCtrl or MoATGFlot2 oligonucleotides or after rescue by co-injection of mouse Flotillin 2 mRNA with MoATGFlot2 oligonucleotides. Bar = 100 µm.

C- The graph shows the percentage of embryos that completed a normal epiboly (white), of embryos that were strongly delayed and reached 60-75% epiboly (orange) and of embryos that were arrested/dead between 50-60% epiboly (red) at 9.5 hpf. The number of embryos analyzed for each condition (from at least three independent experiments) is indicated in between brackets.

D- Representative confocal images of Flotillin 2 (left panels) or Flotillin 1 (right panels) distribution in the dorsal part of zebrafish embryos at the indicated stages. Inserts show the entire embryos. Bar = 30 µm.
Figure 2: Flotillins knock-down perturbs DC migration and radial cell intercalation during epiboly

A- Confocal images of control (MoCtrl) and Flotillin MO (MoATGFlot2) embryos at 75% epiboly stained with phalloidin (F-actin) and Hoechst (nuclei). The yellow line measures the distance between the margin of migrating EVL cells and DCs and indicates that DC migration is delayed in Flotillins MOs, whereas EVL migration is not affected. Bar = 30 µm.
B- The distance (B) between the DC margin and the F-actin ring in YSL at the EVL margin was measured in control and Flotillin MO embryos. At least 25 embryos were analyzed from three different experiments.

C- DC movement was recorded using time-lapse microscopy in phase contrast acquisitions of one plane of embryos at 75% epiboly. Shown are representative images of DC movement in control (MoCtrl) and Flotillin MO (MoATGFlot2) embryos. Some cells are colored to follow their movement in the layer during the recording period. Stars indicate a DC inserted in the migrating layer. Bar =10 µm.

D- Trajectories of DCs in control and Flotillin MOs during 20 min.

E - Directionality measured in DCs in control and Flotillin MOs during 20 min.

F- CCC duration was measured in DCs of control (MoCtrl) and Flotillin MOs (MoATGFlot2) during 20 min.

G- Control (MoCtrl) and Flotillin MO (MoATGFlot2) embryos were co-injected with GFP-CAAX-Ras to clearly visualize cells and to follow DC movement. Shown are y-z projections of images from a 15-minute time-lapse recording to visualize cell tracking during the recording period. The lines indicate cell trajectories. The graph represents the trajectories of all cells.

H, I, J and K- Boxplots represent the quantification of the total speed (H), instantaneous speed (I), net speed (J) and persistence (K) in control (MoCtrl) and Flotillin MOs (MoATGFlot2) embryos during 30 min.

L- Schematic representation of the different speeds measured in H, I and J.

From C to F: MoCtrl (n=34 cells from n = 7 embryos) and MoATGFlot2 (n=54 cells from n = 10 embryos) embryos from at least three independent experiments. From H to K: MoCtrl (n=41 cells
from n = 6 embryos) and MoATGFlot2 (n=79 cells from n = 10 embryos) embryos from at least three independent experiments.

For all panels: values are the means ± SEM. ns: non-significant; **, P < 0.005; ***, P < 0.0005.
Figure 3: Flotillins knock-down impairs E-cadherin and β-catenin accumulation at cell-cell contacts of DCs

A- Zebrafish embryo injected with a mRNA encoding GFP-tagged Flotillin 2 and stained using an anti-E-cadherin antibody and Hoescht (nuclei). Shown are confocal images of DCs. The co-localized Flotillin 2 and E-cadherin signals were highlighted using the «Colocalization Threshold» tool from Image J and are shown in white. Pearson's coefficient = 0.64. Bar = 10 µm.

B- Analysis of E-cadherin, β-catenin and F-actin (insets) in DCs at 75% epiboly in control (MoCtrl) and Flotillin MO (MoATGFlot2) embryos by confocal microscopy. Bar = 10 µm.

C and D- Intensity profiles of E-cadherin and β-catenin signals in control (MoCtrl)(black) and Flotillins MO (MoATGFlot2)(red) embryos were measured along lines (as shown in figure B) by line scanning (ImageJ software).

E, F, and G- Boxplots represent the normalized intensity values of the F-actin, E-cadherin and β-catenin signals at cell-cell contacts (CCC) in control (MoCtrl) and Flotillins MO (MoATGFlot2) embryos.

H- Quantification of the F-actin, E-cadherin and β-catenin signal at CCC and outside CCC (NCC). Shown is the CCC signal/NCC signal ratio in control (MoCtrl) and Flotillins MO (MoATGFlot2) embryos.

Panels E to H. For E-cadherin: n = 20 cells from n = 12 MoCtrl embryos; n = 16 cells from n = 10 MoATGFlot2 embryos. For β-catenin: n = 14 cells from n = 8 MoCtrl embryos; n = 15 cells from n = 7 MoATGFlot2 embryos, from four independent experiments.

I- E-cadherin, β-catenin and actin expression assessed by immunoblotting in protein extracts from control (MoCtrl) and Flotillins MO (MoATGFlot2) embryos (50 embryos were pooled for each condition).
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J- E-cadherin, F-actin and actin expression assessed by immunoblotting in protein extracts from control (MoCtrl) and Flotillins MO (MoATGFlot2) embryos treated with DMSO or GM6001 (100µM) (50 embryos were pooled for each condition).

For all panels: values are the mean ± SEM. ns: non-significant; **, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.005; ****, P < 0.0005.
Figure 3
Figure 4: Model for the role of Flotillins in zebrafish epiboly

Epiboly is an important morphogenetic process during gastrulation that involves different cell types. At the beginning of gastrulation (left panel) DCs undergo radial cell intercalation (RCI), leading to deeper cell intercalation between and displacement of more superficial cells. This allows the presumptive ectoderm to become thinner and migrate over the yolk (75% epiboly, right-upper panel). Flotillins are required for E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell contact formation that allows the correct mechanical coupling between DCs during epiboly. In Flotillins knock-down embryos, E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell contacts are perturbed and DC RCI cannot occurs, thus impairing epiboly completion (right-bottom panel). Although EVL cell morphology and E-cadherin-mediated adhesion are perturbed, these cells appear to undergo normal epiboly.
Collective cell migration, which enables fundamental processes in morphogenesis, tissue repair, and cancer invasion, has long been known to be controlled by cell-cell adhesion molecules of the cadherin family. Using zebrafish and integrated cell biology approaches, we identified Flotillins as major regulator of this process during zebrafish epiboly, the first coordinated cell movement in most vertebrates that marks the onset of gastrulation.
Defects in:
* E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion
* Deep cells radial intercalation
* Deep cells migration

Flotillins Knockdown Condition

Mid-gastrula Stage (8.5hpf) → Pre-gastrula Stage (6hpf) → Mid-gastrula Stage (8.5hpf)

EPIBOLY IMPAIRED

EPIBOLY OK

* E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion OK
* Radial cell intercalation of deep cells OK
* Deep cell migration OK

Normal Conditions